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New Energetic Dimensions Accessed by the Sun 

 
 
[A group member gave a passionate discourse to the group] 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
The Kryon: (to this group member) - The lioness within you has been unleashed!   
 
The Kryon: We have a request for all of you, for 1 week, just 1 week.  Work with the 
energy of the physical area you inhabit, and do this in any manner you wish.  And when 
we say “physical area”, we mean, for example, Bandra, not just your street, your road, 
or your little complex, but the “physical area” you inhabit.  
 
 Do it any time of the day or night you feel inclined, and DO NOT do this in meditation,  
do it completely consciously and filled with joy.  Just visualize the area, send out your 
personal energies, and watch it rejuvenating. You may be drawn to a certain sub-section 
within the area, or even to a certain family: allow your energies to flow there, 
uninhibited.  Do this in joy and in gratitude to the area that has nurtured you, housed 
you, supported you and energized you. Please heed this request.  Just one week: it is 
necessary at this instant of now.  Even if you are a visitor to this city, do it for the area 
you inhabit. – Thank you. 
 
The Group Member: – Do we first fill ourselves with the light, before we do this? 
 
The Kryon:– Any way you wish.  The only condition is that it be done in full awareness, 
not in a meditative state.  
 
There are new dimensions that are being accessed by your Sun. The sun is now moving 
at an extremely rapid rate, evolving into a new form of being-ness.  Were the sun a 
human being, it would be equivalent of giving birth to self.  This will be observed now, in 
fact it has already has been observed by earth scientists…  
 
To a group member (who was nodding vehemently) We will ask you to elaborate 
shortly.   
 



But your scientists will mainly observe this in the form of Solar flares, vibrational 
changes and will offer other scientific explanations. We wish to speak today about the 
energetic implications of these phenomena.    
 
Extremely rapid upgrading is taking place. This does not correspond to your earth 
dimensional upgrade…the Sun has no such dimensions to adhere to.  It is recreating self 
at an extremely rapid pace, generating energies that are being now felt around the 
Universe. A large proportion of these energies will be directed and absorbed by Plant 
Earth and her inhabitants and THIS IS STEP THREE OF THE FIVE STEPS WE SPOKE OF, 
MANY SESSIONS AGO 
 
To the group member – You will later help the others recollect what the other two were.  
 
To all – This energetic thrust, which is now being emitted by the sun, is entering Planet 
Earth and affecting mother Gaia and all her inhabitants. How is this working for you at 
this moment of now?  You are all, during this month of May, in an energetic tunnel.  This 
is a tunnel within a tunnel, this is not the Fourth Dimension, it is an energetic tunnel 
within that.  This is a tunnel of re-evaluation of self, of goals, of aims, of beliefs, of 
attitudes and of systems that you have put into place for self.   
 
Many of you have been undergoing, upto May, a lot of personal ‘churning’. Tests, 
challenges, family issues, housing and legal problems, emotional upheavals, and so on. 
You will find these, during this month, temporarily settling down or being postponed. 
This is because you are in an ‘energy tunnel’, which allows you to reassess what you 
have undergone, resolve a part of it, fortify and examine self, and create for the future 
what you deem necessary for self.  
 
This tunnel with practically coincide with the month of May, and once you emerge from 
it, ‘upgraded’ by self and by the solar rays, you will find that no matter what you have 
created for self in the future months, your levels of self-awareness and your vaster view 
will enable you to work through the issues, and to even enjoy them. 
 
This is indeed a time to look forward to:  use the month of May for self, for relaxation 
and rejuvenation.  You have all been working strenuously on self, or on personal issues, 
now give it a break! Do what you must do, but we recommend that you do not initiate 
any new projects, other than those you have to. 
 
Enjoy the lull, before you once again step into vigorous activity.  During this period, the 
new energies from the sun will be intermingling with your actual cellular structure.  
These new energies will be the dawning of a new age for you. It is the emergence of the 
butterfly from the cocoon. You have finally come to that point, after years of search, 
hard work, and vigorous tests, where you will be able to spread your wings and soar!  
 



 Does this mean that you will not, in the future, face tests ?  Of course you will, but your 
levels will be so completely different, that you now need not ever be overwhelmed or 
‘dragged under’. All you need to do is to access this new Solar Energy and permit it to 
fully intermingle with your cellular structure.    
 
When you work with your physical area, as you have been requested to do, you will be 
serving Planet Earth and in return you will be serving self, by exercising to a small 
degree the new energies that will have entered your cellular structure by then.  And in 
doing this work, you will feel a new power (pointing out to Rajiv) consciously, some just 
energetically, with which you will be able to shine forth.   
 
Check yourself on the 1st of June, you will find a new light emerging from self.  You will 
find yourself more and more sensitive to energies all around: the energy of inanimate 
objects, the energies of a group, the energies of individual people, and the energies of 
spaces. You will be able to shine radiantly, allowing others to recognize your light, and 
to be inspired by it. 
 
Sohrab (to Geetika) – Do you see how timely it is for a child to arrive at the moment, 
when you are empowering your cellular structure with this light?  This is your final gift, 
your final energetic gift to the child, prior to its birth.  After which you will give it many 
other gifts, but this level of energetic gifting can only be done while it is still within you.  
Thank yourself and the beautiful soul who has conspired, with exact timing, to arrive as 
and when he or she chooses… 
 
Questions –  
 
Group Member:- Does this apply to women the world over, who are pregnant at this 
stage---? 
 
The Kryon:– To vastly different degrees.  Energetically, all children who are within the 
womb, at this moment, will feel the effect of the mother’s energetic evolvement, but 
the DEGREE to which it is used to support the child will defer, depending on the soul’s 
choice.  
 
This can also be used for those who have within them, physical diseases and 
disharmony: the same cellular upgrade can be used to instantly destroy cancer, and 
other such internal issues.   
 
Sohrab (to a group member) - If you make an internal choice during this month, to fully 
rid your self of your sugar issues, it can be done. It can be done, but whether you choose 
to do so or not is your choice.  
 
Sohrab - This new energy also has within it, the power to activate every single part of 
your energetic being-ness: with it you can instantly change beliefs, patterns, adjust your 



personal vibration, change your physical form, change anything you wish to change for 
Mother Earth, you have that level of power during the month of May.  Each one sitting 
in this room has chosen to be here today, to hear this and internalize it for completely 
different and individual reasons. Each one has his or her own agenda: find your own 
reasons, use this power, it is yours to command and it will only grow stronger during the 
month of May. 
 
Group Member: – Do we use intent, can you give us a technique, an example or ---? 
 
The Kryon: – No technique, each one must find his own: there will now be no laws, 
there will be no constraints, there will be no formulae; each one must discover it for 
self.  The hint that you may chose to use for self is to check, during the course of the 
day, when your body feels like it is starting to vibrate.   
 
(To another group member)– You have already found it.  
 
If you now increase self-awareness, you will find, perhaps 4 to 5 times during the day, a 
strange vibration within self, which were not quite there a few moments earlier.  This 
vibration could manifest as an inner rhythm, pins and needles, a sudden feeling of 
warmth, a sense of inner joy…each one must identify their own signs. 
 
When you sense that, take a pause in your day, even if you are mid-conversation with 
someone, take a pause and open up your cells to this flood of energies. This does not 
have to be done in meditation; it can be done in day-to-day action.  
 
(To another group member) Would you now share your scientific knowledge with us? 
 
The group member – The sun is very quiet at the moment, but scientists have JUST 
found layers and layers and layers of energy emanating out of it, some in the form of 
solar flares, which they have photographed.  I have seen these, they are just 
magnificent.  They have also found arcs of light from the galactic sun which obviously 
means that the galactic sun is sending it out to our sun, but what is the galactic sun 
doing? You must tell us this. 
 
The Kryon: (laughing) – A vast game of celestial pinball is taking place! Different solar-
like bodies around the universe are all undergoing upgrades.  Each one is releasing 
billions of rays, each of differing intensities and vibrations.  Each of these rays is hitting 
other solar and celestial bodies, activating them, and they, in turn, then start emitting 
billions of rays…and the process continues.  This is taking place not only in this universe, 
but in all parallel universes, and in alternate realities…. 
 
 Group Member: – But in the end --- (inaudible) 
 



The Kryon:– My dear one, through this process, NEW SACRED GEOMETRY IS BEING 
CREATED. The entire series of universes are now changing form and patterns, new 
sacred geometry is being created and new sets even of Universal laws will eventually 
emanate from the new sacred geometry. 
 
Group Member: – So it has begun … 
 
The Kryon: – It has begun! Points, and points, and points, and points of infinite 
possibilities are now arising and each point is a new high-level symbol of sacred 
geometry and each point is emitting billions and trillions of infinite possibilities. 
 
Group Member: –This is what is related in the keys of Enoch, isn’t it? Now I begin to 
understand…  
 
The Kryon: – The Source is having fun and you are the Source, hence you are having fun! 
 
Group Member: – In today’s papers they have said that there is a huge black hole, with 
the highest density recorded, and it is traveling across the entire galaxy to another black 
hole.   
 
The Kryon:– This has been slightly misrepresented by your scientists. (To a group 
member) Would you like to explain this?  
 
Group Member:– (inaudible) 
 
The Kryon:– What they have focused upon is, in effect, not a black hole as you know it. 
It is a new, evolved form of a black hole, which is now evolving its own rules. As you 
know, black holes absorb everything around them: this new one is in the process of 
creating its own laws wherein it will begin to produce, emit and reproduce.  This aspect 
has not yet been discovered.    
 
Group Member: – It takes so many years for light to reach us from the sun. How long 
will it take for these things to appear on our --- 
 
The Kryon:– My dear one, these energetic rays do not adhere to laws of light at all, they 
are received before they are emitted.   
 
Group Member:– I just wanted to know now, since everything is so new and you are 
saying that there is new sacred geometry, new laws, so what about the children then 
that are coming in, what are they feeling in this world? 
 
The Kryon:– They are bringing into this world pure adventure and experimentation  
 
Group Member: – At our cost???  (all laugh)  



 
The Kryon:– With your permission!  And at your invitation!  
 
There will be utter, divine chaos with the new generation of children: none will adhere 
to any of your laws, rules, restriction, and behavioral patterns. They are now creating a 
new structure for self and they do not know what the structure is.   
 
But from them will emanate a new breed of human beings: a breed that is not afraid to 
question, that is not bound by parental rules and guidance, a breed that shines forth 
and appreciates its own light and vibrates with its own light. 
 
All of you have spent too many years vibrating with lights of your parents, your peers, 
your teachers, not with your own light. These children cannot vibrate with another’s 
light, it is a mismatch; they can only vibrate with their own. 
 
Group Member:– Means they will not be picking up parents’ beliefs and issues and 
everything? 
 
The Kryon:– To a certain degree, as this is a ‘transfer point’, old conditioning will still 
apply but far less than it applied to any of you in this room. Where you may have picked 
up 8 out of 10 issues, they will pick up 1. And the other 7 will be almost transparent, 
they may adhere to it for their own purposes, but they do not believe in it or actually 
mean it, they will only do it to serve self.  
 
 It’s through them you will grow.  It’s through them that you will learn to find your own 
light. 
 
Sohrab – You have been told a long time ago that 2008 is the ‘year of the child’. What 
does this mean? 
 
It is the year where the children illuminate the universe and it from them that you will 
learn to break old patterns, through them you will find yourself, whereas they will not 
find themselves through you, they will only find themselves through themselves and 
yes, as it is the change-over point, they will find it tough, they will have to rebel against 
society, they will have to stand up and march and protest and speak out. 
 
It is only the transfer point but that will also pass very quickly, and soon enough they 
will find their own voice, so powerfully, they will not need to speak out against anything 
else, they will permit you to do what you have to do and they will do precisely what they 
have to do and it is joyous, it is joyous!  
 
Group Member:- It is perhaps during this year, the most exciting time to give physical 
birth on this planet!  
 



Group Member:– My daughter-in-law is also expecting – 
 
The Kryon:– And we foresee many, many fights between you and that child! (all laugh) 
And, you know, the child will always win! The child will always win, you will not even win 
once! (all laugh)  
 
Group Member:– I’ll accept it. I’ll accept it. 
 
The Kryon: To the group member - And through that, you will be a guiding force for the 
child, remember that, you will be a guiding force.  
 
Group Member:– (inaudible) there’s a new sacred geometry being established what 
kind of – what happens in the next decade – how we all will be conditioned in a certain 
way  
 
The Kryon:– There are no rules, there are no constructs: that depends on what you 
create.  And this is a two-fold choice: individual and collective.  Now the individual has 
to learn to work with the collective and the collective has to learn to take into account 
the needs and desires of the individual, there can be no separation any more.  It must 
always work, like a double helix.  
 
Group Member:– So manifestations will be quicker and easier?  
 
The Kryon:- Or sometimes completely deferred and delayed.  (all laugh) your choice.  
 
Group Member:– I want to say a few words about – as she talked about the black hole. I 
think its important for us to realize and to connect with some of the things that have 
happened and have been said here today, more explicitly.  The first statement that I am 
being urged to says is that every black hole, wherever situated, what ever size and 
which ever dimension, we can try and conceive it in, is connected to every other single 
black hole, all black holes are connected at a dimensional level that goes beyond our 
comprehension and imagination.  Now from this if you try to realize that that the black 
hole is not out there or in the news papers or through the telescope, but its over here as 
well, its within us at the most microscopic nanolevel inside of us and outside of us, if we 
care to make distinctions as within and outside and at a totally simplified human 
behavioral level, one can understand black holes in terms of that, which is seeking to 
change, and therefore what is now being sought to change is the very fundamental 
nature in which change has been taking place, which is creation itself, which is any in 
which we have being knowing creation, that itself is going to change. The new breed 
that is coming, the little children, the new black hole that is going to become creative 
that’s going to throw out light, there is really no distinction between black and light. 
 
If you look at the obsidian crystal and if you talk about energy rods, they are talking 
today scientists are about 70% or more as we know as matter as being something called 



dark energy and therefore if energy can be dark, what does that really mean in terms of 
how we understand black holes within us and on the outside of us, in the sofa anything 
that is matter has dark energy, not just the stars and moon and beyond, ok, so this 
whole thing is actually a process, a system that is working that is beyond our vision, 
beyond our understanding, and we see glimpses of it only here and there and the black 
holes are going to be more and more playing a more prominent part in all this, in terms 
of the way we see it here on Planet Earth.  So look at it from the point of view as change 
in your own lives, in your own bodies, in the outside of you, you cant see those black 
holes, but they are there and they are all connected to all the black holes everywhere.  
 
The Kryon: – Thank you.   
 
Group Member:– May I add to this? Every single body, our own bodies, we think of 
ourselves as tissues, etc., it isn’t so, it is only tiniest, of the tiniest, of the tiniest black 
holes consists of your body. What it does is, it takes in energies, it takes in all that and it 
process in some funny way, so lets say for instance you’ve processed and take in Red 
and it spins, it depends on your (inaudible) as it is called and it spins around you, so 
again there is a new creation, so in itself we humans are constantly creating. It is the 
resister and I think the little (inaudible) the little funnel as you call it, is to change the 
resistance. Am I right?  
 
The Kryon:– Correct – two things: as we said before, be aware of those moments during 
the physical day, when you feel an internal upgrade taking place, and open to it.   
 
The second, which will benefit you, during this ‘tunnel’ experience during the month of 
May, is this: you will be able to separate the bodies that you inhabit very easily.  There is 
the physical body, the emotional body, the mental body the spiritual body, etc., etc., 
you will be able to shift focus and dimension very easily as these are being temporarily 
separated from one another. A paradox, when we have urged you to merge them over 
the years, these are once again being separated like layers, giving you a chance to work 
with each and every one individually or collectively as you wish.  
 
 So, for example, if there is a great emotional issue you are going through right now, 
separate the emotion from the physical and look at only at that emotional body, you’ll 
find out exactly what’s happening there and then allow even the cellular structure of the 
emotional body to be filled with the new Solar Energies. 
 
Group Member:– I need to ask a question, if we do not know what’s happening in our 
body at that particular point, can we just give intent in 4/5 times a day or something? 
 
The Kryon:– Will intent be sufficient for you? 
 
Group Member:– I don’t know, I have no idea 
 



The Kryon: – You will find that out.  Intent will work for some and it will not work for 
others. 
 
Group Member:– How will I know intent works for me? 
 
The Kryon:– You will know it : each individual must find out for self. 
  
Group Member:– I don’t want to miss a chance, I don’t want to miss a chance. 
 
The Kryon:– No, do not take the easy way out, blanket intent will work to a certain 
degree. 
But aren’t you worthwhile enough to be worked upon by self? Just be self-aware, and 
open up when you sense the flood of new energies! That’s all! 
 
Group Member:– As you said feel it, the last couple of days, I just feel tremendous joy 
and I have been asking the Universe, where has all this joy coming in from, doesn’t 
matter if my stomach is coming out – am just feeling this very strong and tremendous 
amount of joy for the last two days, and I question the universe, and I say “how am I so 
full of joy”? Is that what it is? 
 
The Kryon:– Yes it is, but do not hang onto this sensation…it may change during the 
course of the month, and reveal itself in a different manner. 
 
Group Member:– Does that mean we have to be in direct sunlight? Will this help?  
 
The Kryon:– If you are an individual who ‘feels good’ in sunlight, please ‘bathe’ in it 
directly.  If not, don’t!  
 
Group Member:– I have been told that I have a dimension leading into another – 
 
The Kryon:– Yes – kindly understand, we are answering for her (Darshana), and this 
does not apply to you. In fact it does not apply to anyone in this room, but her.   
 
You are a soul who has chosen to experiment with simultaneous dimensions, and you 
have done so during many, many life times. In your enthusiasm, in this current life time, 
you have allowed ruptures to take place, which are changing the time-space continuum 
within the physical body.  Time and space are linking between dimensions within your 
current physical. This is permissible on an energetic level, but it should not happen on a 
physical level.   
 
You are causing energetic disturbances which are translating themselves into fluid 
disturbances in your body, you will now find that, if you do not separate and heal these 
ruptures, you will invite attacks of acid and gas. Your bodily fluids are unnecessarily 
turning acidic. This is not part of your growth choices; it is a genuine cosmic accident.  



Simply be aware of this and heal the ruptures mentally, with intent. That all you need to 
do, knowing that, in an instant, they are healed and you will still continue the magnitude 
of work but they are working in separate dimensions within you. You must not disturb 
the time-space continuum within the physical body. 
 
 
 

BLESSINGS JOY, LIGHT FROM THAT ASPECT OF SOHRAB 
THAT IS THE KRYON COLLECTIVE. 

 


